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WayOut

THE

“Possibly the most friendly,
diverse and unique
gathering anywhere in the
world ... where age, race,
sexuality and gender
have no boundaries...
and neither does love.”

EVERY Saturday

CLUB
With thanks to rick “the lensman” & chrissie for all the pics
and promotion by - www.wayout-publishing.com
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WELCOME TO WOW a year ahead in a WayOut World
Hi my name is Vicky Lee and I am the editor of this magazine and The WayOut Publishing Co is my company from
which I promote magazines, books, videos and DVDs that all have a connection with the cross-dressing and transgender scene. I also publish a number of books and web sites that I have edited, and in this magazine I will introduce
these to you. I am also the co-founder of The WayOut Club where every Saturday I host possibly the best night
out in the whole world, for a diverse mix of girls, boys and inbetweenies, of every age, race, culture, sexuality and gender. In this magazine, with many thanks to Rick (the lensman) and Chrissie, I have fantastic pictures.These will show
you what has been happening at The WayOut Club over the last year. I also have the clubs diary for the year ahead to
introduce to you.
This last year has been a terrifying roller coaster ride for our ‘WayOut family’. For those already familiar with The
WayOut Club you will know it is a promotion founded by myself and Steffan Whitfield thirteen years ago. In July last
year we lost Steffan after his struggle with cancer. In truth his illness became evident in mid 2004 and he immediatly
started radio therapy treatment which left him too weak to come into the club. But at Christmas he was given the all
clear and he was feeling strong. Steffan and I sung together for what would be the very last time at our new year
party 2005. Only a week later the cancer returned and Steffan went into hospital where he was to pass away just a few weeks before his 40th birthday.

ON THE COVER
Main picture :
Miss Tamara outside
The WayOut Club
Cover Photograph :
Rick (the lensman)
Photographs throughout :
Rick (the lensman)

Throughout this time I have continued as ever (just as I promised him I
would). This has only been possible with the increasing help of talented and
amazing friends Sarah Lloyd, Paula Pure, Kit Kat, DJ Titch, Mario and Ambre
and my life partner, Miss Lelly. We are all committed to ensure that the club
will go on from strength to strength. Lelly is now with me most Saturdays
and we are both keen to meet you and make sure your visit to The WayOut
Club is the best experience it can be.
Miss Lelly and I have been together for over 30 years. Over the last 13 years,
while Steffan and I have built The WayOut Club, Lelly has built a very successful charity organisation that helps adults with learning difficulties make the
most of their lives and helps them to live in the community. Over these 13
years she has used her Saturdays to study. She completed an MA degree last
year. She is a wonderful, open hearted person, who has always supported me
and she was a good and supportive friend to Steffan.
Miss Lelly & Vicky Lee
Lelly contributed a chapter in my new book HEorSHE? and last year we were
featured together in an article for The Guardian Magazine (reproduced in ‘the
gallery’ www.thewayoutclub.com). We are proud to spread awareness of the transgender lifestyle and this year have
tentatvely applied to television program ‘Grand Designs’ to follow us through the project we are working on over the
next two years, building a barn style bungalow, next to her families home and business, to allow us to continue to provide respite to her disabled nephew and the rest of the family.
Yes, I am a bit of a tomboy, always ready for a bit of DIY, so you can imagine me this summer in our muddy field progressing our build project from my people-carrier while updating our web sites from my laptop and keeping in touch
with the WayOut entertainment teams, 4WS, Dance Divas and Sarah’s Spectacular shows.
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I am not writing a book this year as my book HEorSHE? now covers all I can offer (for now!). HEorSHE? by Vicky Lee
is now my “flagship” book which I have poured my experience and my heart into. I hope you have a copy!
However I will be working with another great team who are building ‘The Tranny Guide’ on the internet.
Transgender AtoZ and wwwtransgender.com is an exciting project headed by Fraser (ex Dragmania now Fraser
Web Design). The new web site will allow YOU to join me, in my mission to spread awareness, of the scale of the
transgender community and the wealth of opportunities to enjoy through this life style. The new website duplicates
what I offer in my book Transgender AtoZ but it is interactive allowing you to add articles, reports (blogs), listings,
reviews and to promote your favourite, shops, services an places to go. We will be continuously adding to this site
over the next year.
I look forward to Sparkle in Manchester this year and will be
helping to present the main stage show on Saturday night, (of course
The WayOut Club will be open on that night, hosted by Lelly and
Sarah). I will be joined in Manchester by one of my writer friends
from the USA, Alice Novic (Alice in Genderland). We will be at
Sparkle from Thursday to Sunday and will be doing book signings and
Alice will be giving a talk on Saturday afternoon. This event is likely
to attract well over 1000 cross-dressers,TG, and DQ. The event will
take over Canal St and surrounding area offering pageant contests,
dance clubs, lunch and dinner parties, a TG film festival and main
stage entertainment. Full details are at www.sparkle.org.uk. I am
very proud of our community and thank Kim Angel, Bella Jay and
everyone involved for what they are doing. This is the largest and
most “out” event of its kind in the world. We really are breaking
ground.
Another Manchester based event that we support is Richard
O’Brien’s Tranfandango Ball. The 2006 event in March was another wonderful night that added to the funds raised for equipment for
Manchester Children’s Hospital cancer care. As we go to press I
don’t have details of the 2007 event, but as they evolve you will find
the details at www.transfandango.co.uk. I hope I will be able to join
you there.
I look forward to meeting you at one of these events or ANY
Saturday at The WayOut Club. Meanwhile I wish you a healthy and
happy year with luck in all you do.
Our Full 2006-2007 Diary is on page 10 of this magazine. The Diary is also available with ‘news flashes’
at WWW.THEWAYOUTCLUB.COM
There are hundreds of pictures taken at the club on our web site and we add more most weeks.
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HEor SHE?

by Vicky Lee subtitled

?

“the view is better when you sit on the fence”
“Already nicknamed the tranny Encyclopedia - Every question answered”
Vicky what is in your new book?
“Each chapter is part auto biography with more detail than I have ever shared before PLUS each chapter
includes generous and candid contributions, of thoughts, experiences and pictures, from others from all over
the world to compare with my own.”
So it is a book of biographies?
“Well no it has much more. It has articles by me and others on a wide range of subjects that are often
discussed around the subject of gender but rarely answered. In this book I have gathered answers.”
What subjects are covered exactly?
“Male or Female - TV,TS or something Inbetween? TG What is it? Who does it? When do they start doing
it? Why do it? How long has this been going on? Is there a cure? The terminology? The politics?
Choosing a name? How to feminise the body? How to buy clothes? Make-up, hair and wigs? Relationships?
Networking? Support Groups? Dressing Services? The Law? Stepping out in public? Mixing and Mingling?
The minefield of TG sexuality? I have covered every possible angle in much more depth than ever before
and include as examples many, new and extensive Personal Profiles and Profiles of TG support organisations
and businesses. Everything is illustrated with amazing pictures, all in full colour
It sounds very comprehensive?
“It is - but I haven’t stopped there. I have also explored in this book what I call the ‘Creativity released through Transgender’, with pages of interviews
and examples of performing, fashion, music and photography. I have also included pages that I call ‘The World is your Oyster’, these pages of wonderful
pictures show the colourful kalidescope of worldwide cross-dressing and transgender opportunities.”
It sounds like you have poured everything and then some into this book?
“This book is now my flagship publication I have tried to answer every question, I have ever been asked, about the phenomena of transgender.
This is the book I always wanted to produce. This is the book that I NEEDED 35 years ago when I was a confused and lonely young transvestite.

The WayOut Transgender AtoZ
“The TG reference BIBLE for every handbag”
by Vicky Lee
Vicky I understand that Transgender AtoZ provides all the listings that the previous
Tranny Guide provided?
“It is actually more comprehensive - After finishing the last ‘Tranny Guide’ book I reviewed how the TG scene
has progressed and where my series of book was going. I talked to many people from the UK. I visited the
USA. I met other publishers and authors. I met owners of shops and services. I asked - What can I do to
improve on what I have done through the Tranny Guide over the last 12 years ? - I listened carefully and concluded that I must provide a more comprehensive reference book, for readers to find specific contacts.
‘Transgender AtoZ’ concentrates therefore on Events diaries and Listings from around the world.
Can we expect the usual Personal Reports, Pictures and Articles?
“Yes there are new Personal Reports, Personal Profiles, Business Profiles and Reviews with hundreds of amazing pictures. But because the book is bigger with more information in it the pictures are in black and white
So if this book is bigger than your previous books how much does it cost?
“The price is actually reduced to just £9.95 plus £2 delivery in the UK This publication, I hope, will fulfil the
requests for a comprehensive ‘reference guide’ with a traditional international listing format .... “
Is this book going to be updated each year?
“Not for the next two years - I am, instead, concentrating on loading and developing the new interactive
web site www.transgenderatoz.com with all the listings in the book. This new web site allows members
to browse, search and add listings, reports articles and profile without the restrictions of space that printing
imposes. In 2007 (if their is demand) I will snapshot the web site to create an updated printed book.”

“I hope you will buy HEorSHE? and Transgender AtoZ. I really hope those looking in from the outside, through these two books, will
better understand our fears and our joys and that these book will help other cross-dressers, transgendered people and those that
love us - love us all a little bit more. After all that’s what we all want - isn’t it ?”
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Vicky Lee
Order direct from me Vicky Lee see page 5 of this magazine

HE or SHE
every question answered £17.95
Trangender AtoZ the reference guide £ 9.95
Order both together for special price of £ 23.95
Prices include discreet delivery
See sample pages of both books at www.wayout-publishing.com - and order on line
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